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1. Annual Report 
 

1.1. General 
 
 
Incorporation 
Stichting Microjustice4All (MJ4All) was incorporated on December 3th, 1996 by notarial deed. The 
foundation has its official seat in (2517 AN) The Hague, at the Laan van Meerdervoort 70. 

 
MJ4All is registered with the Chamber of Commerce, number 41160018 (RSIN: 805877447) and is 
a charitable foundation under Dutch Law (“ANBI”). 

 
 
Objectives MJ4All 

MJ4All is an organization dedicated to legally empower the poor and excluded. By providing 
people with legal documentation and enabling them to live under the shelter of the law and enjoy 
the protection and opportunities it affords, MJ4All helps them to get out of the poverty cycle.  
 
With the provision of legal documentation, awareness-raising activities, local capacity building and 
evidence-based lobbying, MJ4All aims to enable all people to participate in society and encourage 
them to be self-reliant.  
 
 
The method 
Over the past twenty years MJ4All has developed its method for legal empowerment in practice, 

implementing field programs in three continents. This method consists of standardized legal 
service provision in identified basic legal needs of the target group(s), while undertaking bottom-
up legal reform and advocacy activities. In this way MJ4All aims to establish sustainable legal 

service provision infrastructures for the legal empowerment of the poor and marginalized.  
 
 

Focus 
MJ4All helps to set up local infrastructures that provide legal services to develop practical legal 
solutions and to obtain legal documents with a focus on: 
 

1. Birth certificates and various civil documents to enable access to e.g. education, health 
care, social benefits, microfinance and voting; 

2. Housing and land registration for property protection, access to collateral and 
investment opportunities; 

3. Setting up businesses, cooperatives and other legal entities, and drafting contracts to 
increase income-generating activities and civil society participation; 

4. Legal issues related to the above, mostly related to family law and inheritance matters.  
5. Legal issues that are specific to a context, specially in post-humanitarian crisis 

rehabilitation processes. 
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1.2. The Board of MJ4All 
 
On 31 December, 2016, Mrs. Patricia van Nispen tot Sevenaer is the only Director of the 

foundation.  
 
The Supervisory Board is formed by: 

 
J.W. van Drunen Littel, Chairman 
M.J. Verweij, Secretary 
J.J. de Domingo Angulo 
 
The Supervisory Board members do not receive any compensation other than compensation for 
expenses incurred in the performance of their duties. 
 
 
Report on activities by the Supervisory Board 
The Supervisory Board started in its current composition as of 1 June 2016, after the departure of 
the previous Board due to a conflicting view on the further development of MJ4All with the 
Director.  
 
In 2016 the Supervisory Board met at least every two months. Most meetings were attended by 
the Director. During these meetings the Supervisory Board discussed a wide range of issues, 
among others: 
 

 Annual Accounts and the Annual Report for 2015; 
 Current projects and programs and new activities in preparation; 

 Staff: capacity, composition, recruitment; 

 Fundraising, both at central level and decentralized on ‘project basis’; 
 Development of new strategies to expand MJ4All globally by the development of a 

consortium of partners for a Global Legal Inclusion Program, including a Global Legal 
Inclusion Index and Legal Empowerment Program for the implementation of Global 
Goal for Sustainable Development 16 

 A wide range of administrative and financial matters; 
 Director: periodic performance review;  

 Annual Plan and draft Budget 2017. 
 
The Supervisory Board wants to thank the Director, the consultants, and all volunteers for their 
dedication and commitment to MJ4All during 2016. 
  
On 31 May 2017 the Supervisory Board approved the Annual Report 2016. 

 
 
J.W. van Drunen Littel, Chairman 
M.J. Verweij, Secretary 

J.J. de Domingo Angulo 
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1.3. Report on activities by the Director 
 
In 2016, MJ4All has undertaken the following activities: 

1) For MJ4All legal services in humanitarian crises, a Handbook and Toolkit have been 
developed  

2) A new  MJ4All Methodology Handbook and toolkits have been prepared 

3) As of August, a new strategy has been prepared for the global expansion of the MJ4All 
Methodology through a Global Legal Inclusion Program 

4) MJ4All field programs were executed in Peru, Bolivia, Rwanda, Kenya, Serbia and Croatia  
 

 
1) MJ4All Handbook for Humanitarian Crises and MJ4All pilot projects in humanitarian 

crises in Peru (earthquake, flooding) and Kenya (war/refugees)  
Through a project funded by the Humanitarian Innovation Fund (HIF), MJ4All has developed the 
Handbook and Toolkit for the integration of MJ4All legal services to the victims during and in the 
aftermath of humanitarian crises. Important research has been undertaken into legal aid during 
and after humanitarian disasters worldwide, resulting in research study reports, and material to 
promote MJ4All legal services in the disaster relief and reconstruction after a war natural disaster.  
 
MJ4All has a long history of working in war-torn societies, in the former Yugoslavia already since 
1997 working across borders on the legal rehabilitation of the refugees. In Georgia, Sudan, Iraq, 
Colombia programs have been identified regarding the legal rehabilitation of the refugees. 
In the context of the HIF Program, in 2015/16, MJ4All legal service provision to the victims has 
been tested in natural disasters in Peru in Pisco (earthquake response) and Iquitos (crisis response 
in annual flooding) with Microjusticia Peru. In Kenya, MJ4All services were piloted in the 
humanitarian response dealing with the refugees, focusing on the refugees from Somalia in 
Nairobi.   

 
2) Microjustice4All Methodology Handbook and Toolkits 

In 2009, the first version of the MJ4All Handbook had been published. In 2016, we prepared a new  

version of the MJ4All Methodology Handbook, compiling  the past seven years of experience and 
insights. To supplement the Handbook, as a practical tool for global replication, toolkits have been 
developed.  

 
3) Global Legal Inclusion Program (GLIP) 

MJ4All has prepared the GLIP that will start its implementation in 2017. This Program brings 
together a global consortium of partners with a proven track record of excellence to work towards 
the implementation of the United Nations’ Global Goal 16. MJALL will launch a multi-annual 
initiative of global scope built around two central pillars: the Global Legal Inclusion Index  (GLII) 
and the Legal Empowerment Programme (LEP). 
 
The objective of the Initiative is to ensure the structural and global implementation of the Global 
Goal for Sustainable Development 16 (GG 16) in as far as it regards the access to justice aspect, 
with bottom-up institutional reform in view of peace and inclusion:  

“To promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to 
justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels”.1 

                                                           
1 For more information on the Global Goals for Sustainable Development, see http://www.globalgoals.org/ [Accessed 
14/10/2016]. 

http://www.globalgoals.org/
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In other words, the objective is to enhance societal peace and inclusion through (a) access to 
justice, and (b) transparent and efficient institutions. GG16 can be summarized as ‘Legal Inclusion’. 
Contrary to many of the other GGs, there is neither a set of metrics to measure Legal Inclusion nor 
a comprehensive concept of how to promote it. Lacking these, large scale funding for legal 
inclusion is at this moment as scattered as it is scarce. Our Initiative is therefore built on two 
foundational pillars: the Global Legal Inclusion Index (GLII) and the Legal Empowerment Program 
(LEP). 
 
The GLII develops and promotes an actionable concept of Legal Inclusion. This allows decision 
makers from the public and private sector to fund legal empowerment programs and track their 
progress based on a set of key performance indicators. In addition, the GLII is instrumental in 
mainstreaming the concept of Legal Inclusion in the wider policy making community. 
 
The GLII maps the state of Legal Inclusion of citizens worldwide by analyzing who are legally 
excluded, why they are legally excluded, and what is required to change this. Similarly to financial 
inclusion, the GLII approaches this bottom up (rather than top down) by taking the perspective of 
the individual citizen. The GLII thus serves the following two intermediate objectives:  
 

1. it facilitates the formulation and funding of LEPs by making legal inclusion tangible, 
measurable and actionable; 

2. it provides the basis for priority setting on how to improve the legal and administrative 

system of a country to enhance the legal inclusion of the citizens.  
 
The achievement of these two intermediate objectives paves the way for the implementation of 

country tailored LEPs to enhance legal inclusion. To this purpose, MJ4ALL has developed the 
educational program (see points 1 and 2 above) with Handbooks, teaching materials and toolkits 
aimed at Training-the-Trainers  to enhance legal inclusion. In this way GG16 is transformed from 
an admirable ambition into a concrete target that both MJ4ALL and hopefully many other 
organizations and citizens worldwide will work to achieve in reality. 
 

4) The MJ4All Country organizations 
 

MJ4All in Kenya (Haki Mashinani) 
As of 1 January 2016 the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs funds the project: “Implementing 
SDG16 in Kenya Setting up a sustainable MJ4All legal infrastructure to help communities 
access their basic legal rights”. In 2016 the focus of the project was on the institutional 
development of this relatively new MJ4All country organization, getting the registration as 
an NGO, and building up the systems: Case Management Systems, financial systems, HR etc. 
MJ4All legal service provision has taken place in: 

 Five slum areas in Nairobi (Eastleigh, Kamukunji, Kawangware, Kibera, Korogocho) 

 In four Flower Farms in Naivasha (Flamingo Flowers, Flamingo Veggie, Florensis and 
Kingfisher Flower Farm) 

 
The focus was on civil documentation where the biggest demand was. Other needs in which 
MJ4All products have been developed are: 

 Land rights and property related issues 

 Registration of businesses and chama’s (= small local productive cooperatives, in which 
eg women’s groups are often organized)  

 Succession and inheritance 
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Next to this project, MJ4All has implemented the Humanitarian Innovation Fund Project in 
Kenya (see point 1 above), which focused on identifying needs for legal rehabilitation in 
post-disaster situations. To this end, contacts were developed with the Kenyan Red Cross 
and other humanitarian organizations to identify how humanitarian assistance works in the 
Kenyan context, what the legal needs and gaps in service provision are and how MJ4All and 
HM can fill those gaps. Furthermore, the Program has worked with refugee communities in 
Nairobi, identified their legal needs and started providing legal services to them.  

 
Microjustice Rwanda 
The Project called “Building a Sustainable Legal Infrastructure for the Legal Empowerment of 
Women in Rwanda” was funded by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 2015/2016, and 
has been closed in September. During the entire project period, the impact is that a legal 
infrastructure has been built that offers legal services for women and girls, where:  

 An effective network of 3 operational outlets and 6 mobile outlets has been 
established; 

 14 Legal Products and 2 booklets (Doing Business and Legal Empowerment of Women) 
have been developed; 

 Staff has been trained and the organization is functioning with effective policies 
(Human Resources, Finance, Procurement) and systems (Case Management System); 

 57,250 people (among them 70% are women) are aware about their basic legal rights 

through radio talk shows, legal trainings and outreach in partnership with local leaders 
(in 3 Districts and 6 Sectors) and local NGO (3); 

 5,852 people (have received legal advice related to family issues, land issues, civil 

documentation and business. Also 702 legal cases have been solved; 
 2 lobby reports on challenges that people faced with regard to contracts (employment 

contracts, sales and purchase agreement, etc) children registrations, birth certificates 
and marriage certificates, have been shared with local authorities.   

 
Microjustice Peru 
The Humanitarian Innovation Fund (HIF) funded project (see point 1 above) was executed by 
Microjusticia Peru in both Pisco/Ica (post-earthquake context) and Iquitos/Maynas (post-
flooding) to test the MJ4All method in the humanitarian rehabilitation context. The tools 
developed based on baseline studies have been tested and improved; they concern among 
others: fit-for-purpose land registrations and a Complaint Registration System (CRS) as a tool 
to help in the advocacy to have a transparent system in place during and after humanitarian 

crisis. 
 
The project result was: 6,054 legal consultations (3,595 in Iquitos and 2,459 in Pisco) and 

1,070 legal cases (567 in Maynas and 503 in Pisco). In Maynas the majority of consultations 
were on civil documentation to have access to the (humanitarian aid) system after flooding 
(98%, 3,514) and the beneficiaries of these were mainly women (64%). In Pisco, 80% of legal 

consultations were mainly related to real property rights to have access to reconstruction 
schemes, followed by civil documentation (17%, 416); 58% of beneficiaries of legal 
consultations were women.   

 

Microjusticia Bolivia 
Microjustice Bolivia (MJB) has continued to implement the UNDEF-funded project named 
“Strengthening democratic participation and inclusive local development in indigenous and 
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peasant communities in Bolivia.” The project aims to legally empower traditionally excluded 
indigenous and peasant communities in the La Paz and Oruro Departments to participate in 
democratic processes and exercise their civil and indigenous rights. In this project, MJB 
solved 1743 legal cases, 15.843 legal consultations, and conducted 264 workshops training 
4487 indigenous leaders. Towards the end of 2016, while this UNDEF-funded project was 
coming to an end, MJB could start a new project in the rural communities:  "Strengthening 
the political participation of indigenous and rural communities", funded by the National 
Endowment for Democracy (NED). 

In cooperation with Banco FIE, MJB also continued its work in the cities of La Paz, El Alto, 

Oruro and Cochabamba. See total beneficiaries of this continuous activities in the KPI 

overview in on page 10 below. 

In Cochabamba, MJB executed a project for UNDP to provide peasants’ associations with 

legal personality, and to train them in the use of the thus formalized organizations. In total 

390 people were reach and 22 productive associations were registered. 

Microjustice Western Balkans (Mikropravda) 

Microjustice Western Balkans (Mikropravda) continues to focus on cross-border legal issues 
for Croatian citizens who left the country during the war. Together with its Serbian partner 
Humanitarian Center for Integration and Toleration, around 400 cases have been received 

and solved relating to civil documentation (citizenship, birth, death, marriage certificates) 
and working years certificates. These documents have been crucial for integration purposes 
as well as to access insurance, pension, education and a number of other services. Currently 

it concerns to main groups in need of these documents: a) children of the refugees who 
need their Croatian citizenship papers, and b) 65+ who need fresh birth certificates to access 
social benefits, also in Serbia.  

 
MJ4ALL is putting much effort to allow MJ4ALL partner institutions in third countries to be 
sustainable. Nevertheless, a minimum of financial support from the international cooperation 
system and/or national governments is needed to maintain their core structure and move 
forward.  The idea of Legal Inclusion is very new and international donors are not yet aware of the 
positive impact that this legal empowerment has, and the synergies that it provides to the global 
development cooperation interventions. Discontinuing financing Peru and Rwanda endanger the 
long-term sustainability of the MJ4All activities in these countries and damage the impact of the 
good results reached until now. MJ4All will prioritize the activities to promote MJ4All legal service 
provision programs and advocacy in order to put MJ4All on the agenda of the International 
cooperation agencies. In this perspective, the Global Legal Inclusion Program has been prepared, 
and will be implemented as of 2017. This new strategy with the Legal Inclusion Program entails 
that MJ4All will reduce the number of own programs, and will share its expertise so it can be 
incorporated in the work of other humanitarian and development organizations. To this end serve 
the Handbooks, toolkits and other teaching material developed in 2016. 
     
The income of MJ4All in 2016 was € 265.188. The budget for 2017 is  €  305.700. 
 

The Hague,  30 May 2017 
 
Patricia van Nispen tot Sevenaer,  Founding Director Microjustice4All 
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
Microjustice4All Country Programs 

Per December 31, 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(1) The Case Management System of MJ4All (CMS)  is the source of information of these numbers 
(2) These numbers are based on the reports of the MJ4All country organizations. The CMS is not the information source 
(3) Consult = provided personal legal advice (which is free) 
(4) Case = Legal solution developed by the lawyers of a MJ4All Country Organization (for a fee on a cost basis) 

(5) Events = Legal training, awareness raising in legal rights, community workings, etc. 

 
 

 
 

THE HAGUE, THE NETHERLANDS 
Headquarters MJ4All 
 WESTERN 

BALKANS 
Since 1998: (2) 
 50,360 civil 

documents 
 More than 100,000 

consults(3) & legal 
solutions relating to 
post-war legal 
rehabilitation 

2001 - 2008: (1) 

 30,717 administrative 
documents cross 
border in Croatia for 

Refugees of Serbia 

PERÚ 
Since Nov. 2008 

(1)
 

 18 Outlets in Puno, 
Pisco, Iquitos and Lima 

 58,584 Consults(3) of 

which 50,684 are new 
and 7,900 are connected 
to a case 

 6,121 Cases 
(4)

 
 32,022 Persons directly 

assisted 
 100,938  beneficiaries 

from legal solutions 
 17,688 people reached 

on 488 events(5) 

ARGENTINA 
Since 2010 (2) 

 16 mobile outlets in 
slums of Buenos Aires 

 700 cases(4) 
 5,500 consults

(3)
 

 

RWANDA 
Since Oct. 2014: (2) 
 4 outlets in border regions 
 5,852 consults(3) 
 702 cases(4) solved 
 57,221 people reached on 199 events

(5)
 

KENYA 
Since March 2015 
(2) 
 6 Outlets in the 

slums of Nairobi 

 4,273 consults(3) 
 468 cases(4) 
 3,174 Persons 

directly assisted 
 2,466 people 

reached on 25 
events (5) 

 

BOLIVIA 
Since 2008 (1) 
 20 Outlets in La Paz, 

Oruro and Cochabamba 
 151,204 consults(3) of 

which 80,5033 are new 
and 70,7011 are 
connected to a case 

 29,166 cases(4) 
 59,032 Persons directly 

assisted 
 219,816 beneficiaries 

from legal solutions 
 7,333 people reached in 

153 events(5) 
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2. Financial Statements 
 

2.1. Balance sheet  
 

 
 
 
 
  

Assets

€ €

Receivables and accrued income 2.4.1 4.356        4.689        

Cash and cash equivalents 2.4.2 110.921     229.340     

115.277     234.029     

Liabilities

€ €

Reserves and funds

  Continuity reserve 2.4.3 44.684      59.446      

Short term liabilities 2.4.4 70.593      174.583     

115.277     234.029     

31 december 2016 31 december 2015

31 december 2016 31 december 2015
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2.2. Statement of income and expenditure 
 

 
 
 
 
  

2016 2016 2015

Actual Budget Actual

€ € €

Income: 

Income own fundraising 2.5.1 264.372      366.396      535.110      

Interest income 653             -                 1.611          

Other income 2.5.2 163             -                 22.049        

Sum of income 265.188      366.396      558.770      

Expenditure:

Expenditure on the objective

  Legal Empowerment of the poor 2.5.3 279.950      366.396      538.147      

Expenditures on fundraising 2.5.4 -                 -                 -                 

Other costs 2.5.5 -                 -                 300             

Sum of expenditures 279.950      366.396      538.447      

Deficit/Surplus -14.762       -                 20.323        

Appropriation of result

Allocation or withdrawal from continuity reserve -14.762       -                 20.323        

Ratio numbers

Expenditure on the objects as a % of total income 105,6% 96,3%

Expenditure on the objects as a % of total costs 100,0% 99,9%

Expenditure on fundraising as a % of income 0,0% 0,0%

  own fundraising
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2.3. Explanatory notes 
 
General 

 
a. Activities 
The Activities of Stichting MicroJustice4All (MJ4All), having its legal seat at The Hague in the 

Netherlands, primarily consists of attracting donations for the international delivery of legal 
services to poor people in developing regions.  
 
b. Related parties 
MJ4All functions as the umbrella organization, the expert organization providing among others the 
following services to the Microjustice4All Country Organizations. The Country Organizations are:  

 Microjusticia Bolivia 

 Microjusticia Peru 
 Microjusticia Argentina 

 Microjustice Kenya 

 Microjustice Rwanda 
 Microjustice Western Balkans (Mikropravda) 

 
In The Netherlands the foundation has the following related parties: Stichting Friends of 
Microjustice and Stichting Microjustice International Platform.  

 
Stichting Friends of Microjustice aims to promote the interests of MJ4All and to support her 
activities financially.  

 
Microjustice International Platform is the platform organization for the independent MJ4All 
Country Organizations. The Microjustice International Platform is currently in development, and its 
tasks are executed by MJ4All. There have been no (other) transactions with this organization.   
 
c. General accounting principles for the preparation of the financial statements 
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Guideline RJ650, which applies to 
Dutch fundraising organizations.  
 
Valuation of assets and liabilities and determination of the result takes place under the historical 
coast convention. Unless presented otherwise, the relevant principle for the specific balance sheet 

item, assets and liabilities are presented at face value. Income and expenses are accounted for on 
accrual basis. Profit is only included when realized on balance sheet date. Losses originating before 
the end of the financial year are taken into account if they have become known before 

preparation of the financial statements.  
 
For the purpose of understanding, the classification of certain items in the financial statements 

has changed. The comparative figures have been adjusted accordingly. These adjustments have no 
effect on the equity and result of the previous financial year.  
 
d. Translation of foreign currency 
Receivables, liabilities and obligations denominated in foreign currency are translated at the 
exchange rates prevailing at balance sheet date. Transactions in foreign currency during the 
financial year are recognized in the financial statements at the exchange rates prevailing at 
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transaction date. The exchange differences resulting from the translation as of balance sheet date, 
taking into account possible hedge transactions, are recorded in the profit and loss account.  
 
e. Estimates 
In applying the principles and policies for drawing up the financial statements, the directors of the 
entity make different estimates and judgments that may be essential to the amounts disclosed in 
the financial statements. If it is necessary in order to provide the transparency required under 
Book 2, article 362, paragraph 1, the nature of these estimates and judgments, including related 
assumptions, is disclosed in the notes to the relevant financial statement item.  
 
 
Principles of valuation of assets and liabilities 
 
a. Receivables 
Receivables are included at face value, less any provision for doubtful accounts. These provisions 
are determined by individual assessment of the receivables. Payments on projects that have been 
executed without having any contribution but for which contribution is likely are reported on an 
accrual basis.  

 
b. Current liabilities 
Current liabilities are included at face value. Project related contributions for which the granting 

period does not match the annual reporting period are reported on an accrual basis.  
 
c. Principles for determination of the result 

Revenues arising from the project related contributions are reported as long as the granting 
period matches the annual reporting period. Project related contributions received for which the 
activities have not yet been performed are reported on an accrual basis.  
 
Operating costs arising from project activities are reported at face value and where as the project  
activities have been performed.  
 
Services rendered in kind consist of contributions received for the execution of services for 
internal purposes (overhead costs). The contribution for these internal services are identical to the 
expenditures for these internal purposes.   
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2.4. Notes to the balance sheet  
 
2.4.1. Receivables and accrued income 

 
 

2.4.2. Cash 
 
The cash consists of bank deposits in different currencies (Euro, USD and Pounds).  
 
 

2.4.3. Continuity reserve 
 

The continuity reserve is specified as follows: 

 
 
 

  

31-12-2016 31-12-2015

€ €

Prepayments on projects

  Liberty Kenya -               4.000        

Other receivables and prepayments

  Interest 43             365           

  Other prepayments 405           324           

  Other receivables 3.908        -               

Bookvalue at December, 31 4.356        4.689        

31-12-2016 31-12-2015

€ €

Balance at January, 1 59.446      39.123      

Result for the financial year -14.762     20.323      

Balance at December, 31 44.684      59.446      
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2.4.4. Short term liabilities 
 
The short term liabilities and accruals can be specified as follows: 

 
 
2.4.5. Assets and liabilities not recognized in balance sheet 

Stichting Friends of Microjustice has a rotating fund of EUR 250.000 which it may use to finance 
the development and operating costs of MJ4All.  

 
  

31-12-2016 31-12-2015

€ €

Grants received in advance

  Advancement Humanitarian Innovation Fund -               84.537      

  Advancement POBB Rwanda project -               49.779      

  Advancement POBB Kenya project 47.839      -               

Accounts payable

  Creditors 13.132      29.046      

  Other costs to pay 9.622        11.221      

Bookvalue at December, 31 70.593      174.583     
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2.5. Notes to the Statement of income and expenditure 
 
2.5.1. Income 
 
The income out of own fundraising can be specified as follows: 
 

 
 
 
 
  

2016 2015

€ €

Implementing SDG16 in Kenya: Setting up a 

sustainable MJ4ALL legal infrastructure to help

communities access their basic legal rights 100.902      -                 

Innovation in Humanitarian Relief through

a post - emergency Legal Rehabilitation 

Methodology and Toolkit in Peru and Kenya (HIF) 104.333      82.391        

Building a sustainable Legal infrastructure for  

Legal empowerment of women in Rwanda 53.687        89.859        

Strengthening democratic participation and

inclusive local development in indigenous 

and peasant communities in Bolivia 5.450          -                 

Investing in Legal Empowerment for Economic  

Development in Bolivia and Peru -                 163.125      

Legal empowerment of women and SME through  

capacity building of Microjustice Kenya -                 169.095      

Investing in Entreprises through Legal 

Empowerment in Bolivia -                 14.240        

Cordaid Scale up -                 10.000        

TMEA projects -                 6.400          

264.372      535.110      
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2.5.2. Other income 

  

2016 2015

€ €

Realised exchange differences -                 3.549          

Consultancy UNDEF Bolivia -                 4.511          

Other income 163             13.989        

163             22.049        
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2.5.3. Expenditure on the objective 
 

 
  

2016 2015

€ €

Implementing SDG16 in Kenya: Setting up a 

sustainable MJ4ALL legal infrastructure to help

communities access their basic legal rights 100.902      -                 

Innovation in Humanitarian Relief through

a post - emergency Legal Rehabilitation 

Methodology and Toolkit in Peru and Kenya (HIF) 110.696      82.914        

Building a sustainable Legal infrastructure for

Legal empowerment of women in Rwanda 60.059        89.859        

Strengthening democratic participation and

inclusive local development in indigenous 

and peasant communities in Bolivia 5.653          -                 

Investing in Legal Empowerment for Economic

Development in Bolivia and Peru -                 163.635      

Legal empowerment of women and SME through

capacity building of Microjustice Kenya -                 163.009      

Investing in Entreprises through Legal 

Empowerment in Bolivia -                 26.091        

Cordaid Scale up -                 10.000        

TMEA projects -                 -                 

Other projects 2.640          2.639          

279.950      538.147      
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2.5.4. Other costs 

 
 

2.5.5. Explanation cost allocation 
 

 
 

2.6. Signing of the Annual Report 
 

The Director approves the annual accounts, resulting in a total assets of € 115.277, the 
foundation’s capital of € 44.684, and a negative result on the balance sheet of  € 14.762 

 
The Hague, 31 May 2017 
 

 
Director - Mrs. Patrica van Nispen tot Sevenaer 
 

  

 
 

  

2016 2015

€ €

Office and other costs -                 -                 

Overhead & Financial Administration -                 300             

-                 300             

Destination Objective

Expenditures 

on fundraising

Other 

costs

Total sum    

2016

Budget 

2016

Total sum    

2015

Expenses

Legal Empowerment 

of the Poor

Own 

fundraising

MJ4ALL Legal

Service provision 141.988                 141.988  181.235  365.404  

Consultancy fees 112.994                 -                  -         112.994  127.856  132.895  

Travel costs 8.196                    -                  -         8.196     14.900   23.539    

Overhead & Financial

Administration 16.772                   -                  -         16.772    42.405   16.609    

Total sum 279.950                 -                  -         279.950  366.396  538.447  
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3. Other information 
 

 

3.1. Appropriation of result for the financial year 2016 
 
The negative result of € 14.762 will be deducted to the continuity reserve of the foundation. 
 
 

3.2. Subsequent events 
 

There are no subsequent events known, which may affect the information included in these 
financial statements, or in the presented balance sheet items and their valuations or in the 
explanatory notes.  
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Appendix – income and cost per project 
 

 
This project is funded by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs POBB 
 
 

 
This project is funded by the Humanitarian Innovation Fund 
 

 

 
This Project is funded by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs POBB 
 

 

Implementing SDG16 in Kenya: Setting up a 

sustainable MJ4ALL legal infrastructure to help

communities access their basic legal rights

€ € € € € €

Income 100.902     -               -               

Costs

MJ4ALL Legal Service Provision 48.786      -               -               

Consultancy fees 41.972      -               -               

Travel costs 2.666        -               -               

Overhead & Financial Administration 7.478        -               -               

Total costs 100.902     -               -               

-               -               -               

2016 2015 2014

Innovation in Humanitarian Relief through

a post - emergency Legal Rehabilitation 

Methodology and Toolkit

in Peru and Kenya (HIF)

€ € € € € €

Income 104.333     82.391      207           

Costs

MJ4ALL Legal Service provision 55.530      37.520      -               

Consultancy fees 44.149      36.121      -               

Travel costs 3.127        5.342        -               

Overhead & Financial Administration 7.890        3.931        207           

Total costs 110.696     82.914      207           

-6.363       -523          -               

2015 20142016

Building a sustainable Legal infrastructure

for legal empowerment of women

in Rwanda

€ € € € € €

Income 53.687      89.859      17.396      

Costs

MJ4ALL Legal Service provision 35.032      53.571      -               

Consultancy fees 18.970      28.650      6.900        

Travel costs -               4.186        2.683        

Overhead & Financial Administration 6.057        3.452        1.441        

Total costs 60.059      89.859      11.024      

-6.372       -               6.372        

2015 20142016
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This project is funded by UNDEF to Bolivia directly, and the income/spending concerns the support 
provided by MJ4All 
 

 

 
 
The total amount of the Project was Euro 270.106, and it was funded for Euro 111.221 by Cordaid. 

MJ4All transferred the value of the cofunding to Cordaid, and Cordaid transferred the total 
funding directly to Microjusticia Bolivia for the execution of the project in Bolivia and Peru. The 
project was co-funded by: MJ4All, Futur21, UNDEF, and HIF (accounted for under the HIF project 

above). 
 
 

 
 

Strengthening democratic participation and

inclusive local development in indigenous 

and peasant communities in Bolivia

€ € € € € €

Income 5.450        -               -               

Costs

MJ4ALL Legal Service provision -               -               -               

Consultancy fees 3.250        -               -               

Travel costs 2.403        -               -               

Overhead & Financial Administration -               -               -               

Total costs 5.653        -               -               

-203          -               -               

2016 2015 2014

Investing in Legal

Empowerment for Economic

Development in Bolivia and Peru

€ € € € € €

Income -               163.125     -               

Costs

MJ4ALL Legal Service provision -               138.897     -               

Consultancy fees -               21.044      -               

Travel costs -               3.694        -               

Overhead & Financial Administration -               -               -               

Total costs -               163.635     -               

-               -510          -               

2015 20142016

Legal empowerment of women and SME through

capacity building of Microjustice Kenya

€ € € € € €

Income -               169.095     72.274      

Costs

MJ4ALL Legal Service provision -               112.906     37.794      

Consultancy fees -               32.514      26.915      

Travel costs 8.407        8.750        

Overhead & Financial Administration 9.182        3.685        

Total costs -               163.009     77.144      

-               6.086        -4.870       

2016 2015 2014
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This Project was funded by: 
Cordaid 
World Justice Project 
Allen & Overy 
Diaraphte Foundation (previously called Liberty Foundation) 
St Benina 
 
 

 
 
This project was funded by 
Cordaid  
Futur21  
Achmea  
 
 

 
 
This project was funded by Cordaid as MJ4All won the Cordaid Scale-up award for social 
enterprises. 

Investing in Entreprises through Legal 

Empowerment in Bolivia

€ € € € € €

Income -               14.240      133.610     

Costs

MJ4ALL Legal Service provision -               13.870      69.178      

Consultancy fees -               10.567      42.453      

Travel costs -               1.191        4.577        

Overhead & Financial Administration -               463           6.565        

Total costs -               26.091      122.773     

-               -11.851     10.837      

2015 20142016

Cordaid Scale up

€ € € € € €

Income -               10.000      -               

Costs

MJ4ALL Legal Service provision

Consultancy fees -               10.000      -               

Travel costs -               -               -               

Overhead & Financial Administration -               -               

Total costs -               10.000      -               

-               -               -               

2016 2015 2014


